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wow aRTIFICIal
GREEN walls
by VIsTaFolIa



Beautiful ultra-
realistic greenery 
to rival the real 
thing.
The Vistafolia system has been rigorously 
tested and installed in a wide variety of 
challenging environments, both internal and 
external. It is quick and easy to install, and 
requires low maintenance
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1. VIsTaFolIa paNEl 
Each basic pack contains

3 panels

2. ColouR &
TExTuRE boxEs

Customise the look of your green wall 

3. FIxINGs 
Use our fixings for a neat and 

reliable installation 

as sImplE as
1, 2, 3.

how to create 
your artificial 
green wall
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The future of artificial green walls is here
Vistafolia®’s lush artificial green wall system panels have been 

designed to create a beautiful green environment with a realistic effect 
even in the most inhospitable planting locations.

The Vistafolia® solution uses a 
unique three-panel system to 
create a totally natural look without 
repetition or visible joins.

unique
3-panel
solution

Vistafolia®

panels

Quality Standard

Each panel measures
80 cm x 80 cm / 31.5“ x 31.5“

UV-IFR Technology

Tested & Certified Lightweight system of
7 kg / 15.5 pounds per panel

Low Maintenance

Fully UV and Fire
certified

Each basic pack 
contains 3 Panels

The mark of quality
Every plant is stamped with a 
VG authenticity mark to help our 
customers avoid inferior imitations. 
Quite simply, Vistafolia® are setting 
the industry standard.

The key component of Vistafolia®’s 
unique artificial wall solution is the 
Vistafolia® Panel, which is used 
to create the stunning vertical 
gardens.
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lush Green
Texture box

large Grasses 
Texture box

Trailing Ivy
Texture box

Trailing buxus
Texture box

youR wall youR way
Each box of additional foilage contains enough plants for around 10 
panels and gives you the tools you need to create a truly bespoke 

finish.

A tumble of wild grasses and earthy 
ferns merged with green-fused and 

delicate flowers.

A selection of large 18” 
grasses, shades of green and 

burgundy.

Trailing ivy for a trailing finish that 
can be used to add volume, or even 

as a standalone plant for baskets 
and planters.

Trailing buxus for a trailing finish that 
looks at home on the panel, or adding 

an extra dimension to an indoor or 
outdoor display.

add ColouR aNd TExTuRE 
Simply slot the plants in to add a burst of vibrant colours and extra 

depth to your vistafolia panels and to give you the look and finish you 
desire.

soft lavender Colour 
box

spring pink Colour 
box

delicate white Colour 
box

Forest Flame Colour 
box

Cascading greens blended with 
stunning blue lavender and blossoms.

A timeless combination of elegant 
pink flowers and earthy green 

plants.

Lovely mix of summer blossoms and 
grasses dotted with delicate white 

flowers

Bold red-flowering Pieris 
accompanied by lush green foliage.
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workplace wellBeing has 
Become a top priority for 
todays leading companies. 
green environments 
are known to Boost 
productivity.
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green walls help 
create uplifting 
environments.
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Unit 7 Airton Close, 
Tallaght, D 24, 

Ireland

Tel: +353 1 567 6200
info@surfacewow.com

www.surfacewow.com


